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Loss function:

Knowledge distillation: train compact models (students) with the supervision of 

large and strong models (teachers).



Background

However, high performing models may not necessarily be good teachers.

KDCE

Typical teachers: a well trained network or an ensemble of them.

An extreme example: if 𝑃𝑇full ≈ 𝑌true, KD would fail.



Exploratory Experiments
Intermediate Teacher vs. Full Teacher: The full teacher is a fully converged 
teacher model while the intermediate teacher is a checkpoint model in the training 
trajectory (e.g. half-trained model) . 
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Counterintuitive!



Exploratory Experiments
Snapshot Ensemble[1] vs. Full Ensemble: The Full Ensemble is the standard 
ensemble of several independently trained full teacher models. The Snapshot 
Ensemble is an ensemble of several intermediate teacher models along the same 
optimization path.

Counterintuitive!

[1] Huang, G., Li, Y., Pleiss, G., Liu, Z., Hopcroft, J. E., & Weinberger, K. Q. (2017). Snapshot ensembles: Train 1, get m for free.
arXiv preprint arXiv:1704.00109.



Why can intermediate models win?

Observation: Tinter retains more class correlation information than Tfull. For

Tfull , it is hard to reveal sufficient class correlation information by applying a

high temperature to soften the network prediction.

Visualization: class correlation information of Tinter and Tfull.



Why can intermediate models win?

The optimization goal of DNN[2]：

In the 1st stage: 𝐼 𝑋; 𝐹 ↑
In the 2nd stage: 𝐼 𝑋; 𝐹 ↓

[2] Shwartz-Ziv, R., & Tishby, N. (2017). Opening the black box of deep neural networks via information. 

arXiv preprint arXiv:1703.00810.

Information Bottleneck and  Deep Neural Network

Inference: a fully converged model tends to be overconfident and may 

already have collapsed representations for non-targeted classes.



How to select the optimal model checkpoints?

Solving the optimization problem:

where 𝐹 belongs to the set of representations in intermediate teacher models.



Take-aways

➢Enriching the “dark knowledge” of the teacher is more important than 
Improving the performance of the teacher.

➢T0.5 is generally  can be an more efficient teacher than Tfull.

➢Snapshot Ensemble can be an more efficient teacher than Full Ensemble.

➢𝐼(𝑋; 𝐹𝑡) can be used to explain the “dark knowledge”. More 𝐼(𝑋; 𝐹𝑡) is the key 
reason that Tinter can beat Tfull.

.



Thanks！


